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young fencers become pawns in a plan to steal
the most dangerous weapon ever made – a plan
that revolves around a fencing competition at
an Air Force Base.
“For most of my life, I knew absolutely nothing about fencing. But when my 12-year-old
son took up the sport, I quickly fell in love with
it. It was insanely fun to watch, and I marveled
at the speed, endurance, athleticism, and intelligence required. Who knew? I became immersed
in the world of tournaments,” Richards says.
“I fell in love with the fencing community as
well: the brightest and nicest group of people
one could ever hope to meet, and ever generous
at helping Newbies learn the ropes. This was a
fascinating secret world that only the tiniest minority ever had the chance to experience, and I
felt certain that many more people would fall in
love with the sport if only they were exposed to
it. I became determined to write a mainstream
thriller that both kids and adults would love,
fencers and non-fencers alike, one in which a
fencing tournament would take center stage so
I could share some of this amazing world I was
so lucky to have discovered.
Richards says he struggled for more than six
months to nail down the plot, refusing to write
the novel until he was absolutely thrilled with
every aspect it. The result is The Devil’s Sword.
Now, in an exclusive preview, American Fencing presents the first two chapters of The Devil’s
Sword before it is even released to the public.
We hope our young readers will enjoy the story.

CHAPTER ONE

Read an excerpt from

The Devil’s Sword,

a mainstream fencing thriller for
kids and adults
By Douglas E. Richards
An American Fencing Magazine
exclusive

A fencing tournament turns deadly!
Can three young fencers thwart a
plan to bring America to its knees?
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ouglas E. Richards is the author of The
Prometheus Project series, fast-paced science fiction thrillers that have been showered
with praise by kids and adults alike. The series
has been endorsed by the California Department of Education and has received glowing
reviews in such publications as Asimov’s Science Fiction magazine, School Library Journal,
Teaching Pre K-8 magazine, Odyssey Magazine, and Kirkus. Earlier this year, Richards was
a special guest at San Diego Comic-Con International, along with such notables as Stan Lee,
Ray Bradbury, and Rick Riordan.
Now, Richards has tackled a new adventure
topic: fencing! In The Devil’s Sword, three

“If someone comes at you with a sword, run if you
can. Kung Fu doesn’t always work.”
– Bruce Lee, Martial Arts Expert, Actor
Kevin Taylor drove the tip of his sword into
Ben Chang’s chest with a ferocious lunge. He
moved with the blinding quickness of a striking cobra, and his attack took Ben completely
by surprise, impaling him before he could even
begin to react.
Kevin shook his fist triumphantly. Yesssss he
thought excitedly to himself. He loved stabbing
people.
“The attack is from my left,” announced the
referee. “Attack arrives. Touch for Taylor. Taylor leads seven touches to four.”
Ben Chang groaned miserably. His friend had
set a trap for him and he had walked straight
into it.
Kevin Taylor’s white, padded, outer clothing
was soaked in sweat, and he was breathing hard
now, even between points. A black, steel-mesh
helmet enveloped his entire head like an enormous dragonfly eye that had erupted from his
shoulders. He pulled the heavy mask off, wiped
sweat from his eyes with the back of his gloved
right hand, and replaced the mask. Once again,
his face vanished behind the tight black mesh.
“On guard!” said the referee. “Fencer’s ready.
Fence!”

A crowd of about twenty spectators stood
along one side of the fencing strip; a metal
pathway laid out on the floor like a gleaming
silver sidewalk, six feet wide and forty-six feet
long. The two boys moved toward each other
from their on guard lines, located about seven
feet from the middle of the strip on either side.
Several in the small crowd rooted loudly for one
or the other of the two battling fourteen-year
olds. The boys paid no attention. They were
so focused on reacting to every movement of
the other’s sword an alien spaceship could have
landed next to them and they wouldn’t have
noticed.
Kevin and Ben raced up and down the long
metal strip, lunging, retreating and crossing
swords. They never faced each other full on,
but rather were turned sideways in the stance
used by swordfighters throughout history to
expose as little of their bodies to the enemy’s
blade as possible. The front foot of each fencer
was extended forward and pointed toward the
other while the back foot of each was well behind them, at a ninety-degree angle to their lead
foot. Their knees were bent and they stayed balanced, ready to accelerate explosively into an attack or rocket themselves backwards in retreat
with equal agility.
Kevin began an attack that was blocked; the
boys’ blades crashing against each other with
an unmistakable metal clang. The instant Ben
pushed Kevin’s blade aside he went in for the
kill, but Kevin spun away from his friend’s
thrust and flicked his sword at Ben like a whip.
Instead of striking Ben’s torso, the tip of Kevin’s
blade hit his friend’s arm. Ben winced in pain.
Even though the material covering his arm was
thick, the sword-turned-whip bit into his flesh
and he felt a sharp sting that was in no hurry
to go away.
“Halt!” shouted the referee as Ben tried to rub
the pain from his arm. “The initial attack is
from my left,” he announced. “The attack is
parried. Riposte from my right is ‘no’. Counterattack from my left is off target. No touch.
Score remains seven touches to four.” The
fencers quickly returned to the ready position.
“Fencer’s ready,” said the referee. “Fence!”
During the brief break in the action, Kevin
had glanced at the electronic scoring display on
the wall. Five seconds were left in the threeminute period. Ben had noticed this as well,
and neither boy initiated any further attacks
while they waited for the glowing red numbers
on the display to tick down to zero.
“The second period is over,” announced the
ref. “There will be a one minute break followed
by the third and final period.”
Kevin pulled off his helmet and retreated to
his end of the strip. He shot a quick glance at
Rachel Felder, a fifteen-year-old girl who was
close friends with both combatants, and nodded. Rachel was a fantastic fencer in her own
right.

One more period to go, thought Kevin. Just
three more minutes. The gold medal was so
close he could almost taste it! He vowed to
fence for the next three minutes as if his life depended on it.
He had no way of knowing, of course, that in
just six weeks time his life really would depend
on his fencing abilities — as would the lives of
others very close to him.

CHAPTER TWO

manikins, made up to look exactly like Diego
and Klaus.
John’s stomach dropped in horror and he
wheeled around just as a bullet tore through his
forearm, shattering bone and sending his gun
flying.
John screamed in agony.
They had fooled him completely! The manikins had been convincing from a distance
and in the weak light. Diego must have used
a microphone to transmit his voice from the
dummy, enhancing the illusion. John ripped
material from his shirt and clumsily attempted
to tie it around his wounded right arm, his teeth
clenched in pain.
Diego lowered the assault rifle he had used to
pierce John’s arm and he and Klaus approached
the Black Ops agent. Diego’s eyes were cold,
gray, and unblinking — like those of a snake
trying to hypnotize its prey. “John . . . John . .
. John,” he said slowly, shaking his head. “Why
do I get the feeling you were trying to doublecross us?”
“We can’t help but be disappointed,” added
Klaus, his massive biceps stretching the thin
material of the black t-shirt he was wearing.
“We’ve been paying you a small fortune for
information, and just when you finally know
something big you turn on us.”
Without warning Diego slammed the butt of
his rifle into John’s wounded arm, sending him
reeling. He became so dizzy from the pain he
fell to his knees.
“But don’t worry,” said Diego with a cruel
smile. “You’ll have plenty of chance to make
it up to us.”
The woods were eerily silent. John shot a
quick glance to the sky in the direction from
which he had arrived.
Rapid though it was, Klaus caught the movement of John’s eyes. “Expecting company?” he
said mockingly. “Well I’m afraid there’s been
a change of plans. Your back-up crew had to
cancel,” he finished, quite pleased with himself.
John’s eyes widened in panic. “But how?” he
said in disbelief. “How could you know I would
try to kill you? How could you know about my
back-up plan? That’s impossible!”
“Haven’t you heard,” said the tall Cuban
smugly. “We’re the best there is.”
Diego leaned forward menacingly. “Now tell
us about the weapon called The Devil’s Sword.”

“In war, there is no second prize for runner-up.”
– Gen. Omar Bradley, Field Com. (WW II)
John Anderson landed the small helicopter at
the edge of an oval clearing in the vast woods,
beside a similar chopper. Night was just falling. Other than the two men he had come to
meet he doubted there was another human for
twenty miles. John was a high-ranking member
of an American Black Operations group, a shadowy organization whose very existence was denied by the military. He took a deep breath and
stepped from the helicopter into the clearing.
“What took you so long, my friend,” bellowed
Diego Martinez from twenty yards away, standing at the opposite edge of the large clearing.
John had never met the man in person but his
deep voice was unmistakable. And while he
couldn’t see Diego clearly in the twilight, he
could tell he was tall, thin and clean cut. Diego had once been a member of an elite unit
in the Cuban army before he had teamed up
with Klaus, the shorter, more muscular German
standing next to him. Both men were in their
thirties, extremely fit, and experts at disguise.
And while English was not a first language for
either of them, both spoke it perfectly; only
their accents revealing their origins.
In a single, fluid motion, John turned, pulled
a submachine gun from the floor of the helicopter, and came up firing, spraying both men with
bullets. Fifteen rounds exploded from the barrel of the submachine gun each second, accompanied by billowing smoke and a thunderous
sound that reverberated throughout the forest
— as instantly recognizable as it was deafening.
Small animals of every kind fled through the
underbrush, and bark flew through the air as
stray bullets imbedded themselves in surrounding trees.
John continued firing long past the time at
which both men were surely dead. Despite the
distance, they never had a chance. They had
The Devil’s Sword will be published in Nobeen cut down without making a single move vember, but is available for preordering at
to escape.
Amazon.com, B&N.com, and Borders.com in
John rushed forward to inspect his work, but both paperback and E-book formats.
he knew what he would find. They would each
have so many holes in them they would look
AF
more like bloody Swiss cheese than men.
He was ten yards away when his heart skipped
a beat. Something was very wrong! After two
more steps he realized what it was — his targets
had not been human! Instead, they had been
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